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MOTIVATION FOR FEDERATED LEARNING
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FEDERATED LEARNING (FL)

 Machine learning without centralizing training data
– No direct data sharing or storing
– Training at local and transferring model information
– Finding a global model

 More benefits
– Learning a global/shared model
– Utilizing a localized model at each client side
– Personalization

 Two settings:
– Cross-device FL (1000s and 1Ms of small devices)
– Cross-silo FL (a few large data repositories)

 Challenges in algorithm design
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Your phone personalizes the model locally, based on your 
usage (A). Many users' updates are aggregated (B) to form a 
consensus change (C) to the shared model, after which the 
procedure is repeated. (image from Google)

Federated learning on decentralized medical datasets (image 
from NVIDIA)

Cross-device FL

Cross-silo FL

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So then what is FL?FL is a type of machine learning that enables training model without collecting data to a central location. The training is done at each local device or facility, and then the model information such as parameters and gradients is aggregated at a central server with the goal of finding a global model parameter. For example, Google trains a shared model for cell phone usage without collecting data from millions of cell phone devices. The other example is that multiple biomedical institutions can train a shared model without sharing the data each other. The example like Google is called cross-device FL setting, where millions of small devices participate in training. The biomedical institutions example is called cross-silo FL setting, where a few large data repositories participate in training. Each setting has unique challenges for designing algorithms and training model architecture. 



PRIVACY-PRESERVING TECHNIQUES

 Some techniques in FL
– Homomorphic encryption: limited to certain 

operations
– Secure multi-party computation: 

computationally expensive
– Differential privacy: potential accuracy loss

 Differential Privacy
– The two outcomes are indistinguishable for all 

D1 and D2 which differ in one individual’s 
data.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FL is not sharing the raw data among the learning clients and the server, but the raw data is still at privacy risk. In a few minutes, I will show you how the raw data can be reconstructed from the model parameters without any privacy preserving techniques.These are some techniques used in FL. Of course, each one has its pros and cons. We focus on differential privacy technique that achieves the privacy guarantee by adding random noise to the model training. The key idea of DP is randomizing the algorithm so that adversary cannot distinguish the change of single data point.
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Client 3

APPFL – PRIVACY PRESERVING FEDERATED LEARNING FRAMEWORK

However……
setting for federated learning 
can be tedious for domain 
experts!



IMPACT OF ADVANCED ALGORITHMS IN PPFL

 (state-of-the-art) OutP: Inexact ADMM (IADMM) + output perturbation
 (APPFL) ObjP: IADMM + objective perturbation
 (APPFL) ObjPM: IADMM + objective perturbation + multiple local updates

Implementation of novel training algorithms
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Algorithms developed in APPFL result in lower testing errors in any range of privacy budget, from 

weak privacy to strong privacy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I would like to quickly highlight the importance of designing and developing advanced PPFL algorithms. In this slide, we compare our PPFL algorithms (ObjP and ObjPM) with the state-of-the-art algorithm from the literature.All the algorithms are based on the same optimization algorithm, called inexact ADMM algorithm. The key difference is how we incorporate the differential privacy scheme to achieve the data privacy. In the figures below, x-axis represents the training progress, and y-axis represents the testing error. So, we can say that algorithm performs better when the plot is lower in y-axis. It is also common that the testing error increases with stronger privacy because the differential privacy technique adds random noise generated from larger variance. But, as you can see that, the algorithms developed in APPFL result in lower testing errors in any range of privacy budget, from weak privacy to strong privacy. 



MAJOR COMPONENTS OF APPFL
 Training algorithms:

– IIADMM, FedAvg [McMahan et al., 2017], ICEADMM [Zhou and Li, 2021]
– Any user-defined FL algorithms can be added.

 Privacy-preserving schemes: 
– Differential privacy mechanisms [Dwork et al., 2006]
– Other schemes (e.g., homomorphic encryption) to be added.

 Communication protocols:
– gRPC: communication between multiple platforms and languages
– MPI: efficient communication in a cluster environment

 User-defined model and data:
– Inherits PyTorch’s neural network module, torch.nn.Module
– Dataset class that inherits the PyTorch’s Dataset
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Although the framework may look fairly simple, it has multiple important components. First, it requires a training algorithm. In particular, it is critical to the learning performance how to update (or often called aggregate) the local parameters. Our framework implements multiple algorithms, including the most famous one FedAvg and its generalization based on inexact ADMM. We also have differential privacy component that systematically adds random noise to the training steps. Another important component is the communication protocols. For now, we support two protocols: gRPC and MPI. gRPC enables the communication based on RPC with optionally support for TLS (transport layer security). MPI is also supported in our framework. It’s not really for FL, but allows to simulate any PPFL setting on cluster environment such as HPC.And, our package is highly customizable and supporting any user-defined models and data based on PyTorch. 



MOTIVATION FOR FEDERATED LEARNING AS A SERVICE

Data Shift in 
Machine Learning

Privacy Concerns in
Biomedical Data

Tedious Federated
Learning Setup



KEY CAPABILITIES OF APPFLX

 Simple but effective user experience to design, run, share FL experiments with FAIR ideas applied to ML
– Visualize training data distributions at different participating sites

 End-to-End strong IAM
– Enable setting up Secure Federation across organizational boundaries

 Easy to leverage HPC for training
– Integrate heterogenous computing resources and monitor usage

 Ability to leverage novel Federation strategies 
– Creation of FedCompass Efficient Cross-Silo Federated Learning on Heterogeneous Client Devices 

using a Computing Power Aware Schedule
 Framework to rapidly run experiments with different hyper-parameters and measure performance with 

Tensorboard and visualize data distributions in different sites
 Integration with HuggingFace, GitHub for pre-trained models and uniform pre-processing 
 APIs and Plug-and-Play architecture

– To integrate into existing services and add new capabilities/algorithms

To Build Models that are Fair and Trustworthy using PPFL easily
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APPFLX WORKFLOW
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• Login via Globus using 
institutional credentials

• Create a federation (FL group)
• Invite collaborators using 

institutional credentials
• Collaborators setup the globus 

compute endpoint 
• Collaborators provide endpoint id 

and load data loader
• Configure and launch different FL 

experiments
• Monitor training in real-time, and 

obtain comprehensive reports
• Reason using data distribution 

visualization



Comparison between a PPFL framework and APPFLx
Framework

 Target users: Developers for developing and 
simulating FL algorithms.

 Authentication: No client auth for most frameworks.

 Launch Server: Requires expertise to start 
federated learning experiments.

 Results: Server needs to manually share the whole 
results, which may require further post-process.

 Connection: Developed algorithms via the 
framework can be easily adopted to the service.

Service (APPFLx)

 Target users: Domain experts for applying FL.

 Authentication: Clients use institutional credentials 
via Globus Auth to setup a trust relationship

 Launch Server: Admin uses web UI to easily launch 
the FL experiment with different hyperparameters.

 Results: Comprehensive logs, reports, and 
visualizations shared among all clients on web UI.

 Connection: The service is built on the top of the 
APPFL framework

 Misc: Integrated with HuggingFace, GitHub for pre-
trained models and pre-processing.

GOING BEYOND AN FL FRAMEWORK: WHY ”AS-A-SERVICE”?
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Creating Secure Federations
APPFLX CAPABILITIES 
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Comprehensive Experiment Reports
APPFLX CAPABILITIES 



ADDITIONAL ONGOING WORK

 Systematic evaluation of different attack modalities 
– Joint work with Miao Li and Mihai Anitescu
– Attack models include inverse gradient approach, Optimization-based approach like Deep Leakage 

from Gradients (DLG) and Solving a sequence of linear equations in the R-Gap(Recursive Gradient 
Attack On Privacy)

 Continuous Learning and Feedback Loop
– Federated Learning allows for continuous learning and feedback from the local devices. As the 

models are trained on local data, the devices can provide feedback on the performance and accuracy 
of the models. This feedback loop helps in identifying data quality issues, model biases, or other 
issues that can be addressed to improve the overall quality of the training data and the resulting 
models

 Develop and apply a methodology for providing tiered levels of privacy assurance for a privacy-preserving 
federated learning framework, while validating the security of the overall system against risks such as 
model poisoning/corruption, denial of service, or intentional prevention of convergence

– Joint work with Argonne’s Cyber team (Blakely et al.)
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APPLYING APPFL IN BIOMEDICINE 
APPLICATIONS & CHALLENGES
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BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS
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Detection of COVID-19 from Chest X-Rays

Prediction of age from ECGs to use in models 
predicting risk for a CVD event



USE CASE

 FL can produce more accurate model, compared to the 
models trained on local datasets.
 DP is applied to protect chest X-ray data from reverse-

engineering the model gradients communicated during 
training.
 Collaborations with UChicago Medical School and Broad 

Institute

Chest X-ray classification for COVID-19 cases
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I would like to demonstrate two use cases. The first use case is the application of PPFL to the classification of chest X-ray image data for COVID-19 cases prediction. In our experiment setting, we consider two clients. Each owns the local chest x-ray image dataset. Both clients agrees to use the same neural network model, which is based on an existing image classification model.We also have a test dataset to validate the models trained locally and globally. We found that the local model trained at each client side results in the AUC level 0.75 and 0.82. But, when both clients are federated with our package, the global model results in a higher AUC level 0.91. Moreover, as I mentioned earlier, the image data can be reconstructed when no differential privacy scheme is employed. As we increases the privacy budget, we found that the reconstructed image cannot be recognizable.For this application, we are collaborating with two biomedical institutions to train a model with their actual datasets. 



FEDERATED RECONSTRUCTION USING MULTIMODAL 
DATA
Reconstruction using Unimodal vs Multimodal Data
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Reconstruction using XRT 
unimodal data only

𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤 − 𝑏𝑏 2

MSE 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 = 0.0146

Reconstruction using XRT+XRF 
multimodal data sources

𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤 − 𝑏𝑏 2 + 𝑓𝑓𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 𝑤𝑤

MSE 𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚 = 0.0028 (better)

Ground truth 𝑤𝑤∗

MSE w ≔ avg( 𝑤𝑤 − 𝑤𝑤∗ 2)



OVERVIEW OF ECG USECASE

 Chronologic age can be a poor predictor of lifetime CVD risk, particularly 
among younger individuals

 Augmenting with additional variables can help to refine these estimates, 
but still ignore the component of variation explained by age

 Replacing with more biological proxies for age, such as from ECGs, can 
resolve these issues

 ECGs are typically not shared across, or sometimes even within, institutions



WORST PERFORMING ECG: 21-22 YEARS OLDER 
COMPARED TO CHRONOLOGICAL AGE

Predicted: 78.342468 Real: 56.861546

How does this age-proxy affect disease risk?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
RBBB



REGRESSED AGE IMPROVES PREDICTIVE POWER FOR 
YOUNGER AND HARDER-TO-PREDICT SUBJECTS

Urbut et al. (In preparation)
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Best MSE on ECG-ANL    = 125.00 
Best MSE on ECG-Broad =  41.70

BIOLOGICAL AGING PREDICTION FROM ECG SIGNAL
Training with FL on two clients

FL can learn a global model that performs 
relative well on both datasets



CONCLUSION

 Dataset Shift challenge in AI are real
– Models don’t do well when applying in settings different from settings and data used in 

training 
– Bigger challenge in Biomedicine where data is not shared because of policy issues

 We presented APPFLx where we
– Developed APPFL (Argonne Privacy-Preserving Federated Learning) framework that 

implements end-to-end secure framework that leverages differential privacy algorithms 
along with capabilities to leverage heterogenous HPC resources easily

– We discussed how we integrated APPFL framework with our existing computing and data 
infrastructure (i.e., ABLE, SEAL, HPCrypt, funcX, and DLHub) with focus on validating and 
evaluating APPFL framework by using the multi-institutional biomedical datasets

 We presented results and lessons learned when applying APPFL to Biomedical datasets



RESOURCES

 Privacy Preserving Federated Learning as a Service APPFLx - https://appflx.link/ and 
instructions https://ppflaas.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
 GitHub Repo: https://github.com/APPFL
 Pre-print for APPFLx: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2308.08786.pdf
 FedCompass pre-print: https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.14675
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https://appflx.link/
https://ppflaas.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.14675


Q&A
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